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A MODEL OF AN INFINITE LENGTH, AXISYMMETRIC,
ISOTROPIC, FORCED THICK SHELL

1. INTRODUCTION

The displacement field and wave propagation of elastic shells have been studied by

numerous researchers because of the use of such shells in many mechanical designs. A

common solution is to model the shell as unforced and infinitely long in order to determine its

free wave propagation characteristics (Herrmann and Mirsky, 1956; Mirsky, 1964a). Another

technique approximates the shell equations of motion and derives a forced response (Mirsky,

1964b; McNiven et al., 1966). Although the free wave propagation approach is useful for

unforced systems, it does not account for shell loading at the boundary. However, the forced

wave method is based on approximations to the system that are not always accurate.

In this report, the analysis of an infinite length, axisymmetric, isotropic, forced thick

shell is presented. The derivation begins with the partial differential equations of motion of an

isotropic elastic solid in cylindrical coordinates. The shell displacements are written as a sum

of a dilatational component and an equivoluminal vector component. This approach allows the

equations to be separated into a dilatational wave equation and three distortional (shear) wave

equations. General solutions to these four wave equations are then determined. These general

solutions are inserted into the stress-strain relationships at the inner and outer diameter of the

shell and equated to the externally applied loading function on the shell. Based on these

relationships, a four-by-four system of linear equations is developed. The solution to the linear

equations yields the displacements of the shell.

Corresponding to an extremely long cylinder with external forcing at a definite

wavenumber and frequency, the model has been derived to address shell thickness effects on

wave propagation. Two specific cases are investigated: the first is an extremely thin shell and

the second is a shell where the mean radius is equal to the thickness.

I
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2. SYSTEM MODEL

The system model is a cylindrical, linear, isotropic, elastic medium whose motion is

governed by the equation (Timoshenko and Goodier, 1934)

d2 u (1)pV2 u+(a.+/)VV~u=P-•t (1

where p is the density; A, and / are the Lamd constants; t is time; * denotes a vector dot

product; u is the cylindrical coordinate displacement vector expressed as

U Ur(rOzt)(
u, (r } , (2)

with subscript r denoting the radial direction, 0 denoting the angular direction, and z denoting

the axial direction; V is the gradient vector differential operator written in cylindrical

coordinates as (Potter, 1978)

a. 1a. a.(3V = drir +r- do + d.z~z (3)

with ir denoting the unit vector in the r direction, i0 denoting the unit vector in the 0 direction,

and iz denoting the unit vector in the z direction; V2 is the three-dimensional Laplace operator

operating on vector u as

V2U= V2 Ur - 2 duo r + 2V2Uo ( _ ur-+ 2aur-)j, + V2 uz iz, (4)

_r r2 do ~ rT rT ao
with V2 operating on scalar u as

_____r_~ +1d2rO~ d2Ur.O~z.
V2ur,O,z = V * VUr,O,z d (r )r I d2 --dZ-+ ,2--"__ (5)

r dr~ dr 7 -5r -aeZ

and the term V * u is called the divergence and is equal to

dUr 1 du0 .dur (6)Ve•u=:---r+r--+-,- +---.(6

dr r d6 a z r

The coordinate system of the shell is shown in figure 1.

2
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h /

0

a/

bJ

z/

Figure 1. Cylindrical Shell
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The displacement vector u is written as

u=V¢+VxH, (7)

where 0 is a dilatational scalar potential, x denotes a vector cross-product, and H is an

equivoluminal vector potential expressed as

Hr(r, , z,t)]

H =Ho(r,O,z,t) (8)

[Hz (r,0, z, t)

Expanding equation (7) and breaking the displacement vector into its individual terms yields

Ur = do+ I--H" dH- (9)
dr r d dz

uo = d dHr (10)
r rd dz dr

and

z dz r dr r dO e

Equation (7) is inserted into equation (1), which results in

cdV2  d2= b (12)

and

ciV2H=dt2 (13)

The constants cd and cs are the dilatational and ,hear wave speeds, respectively, and are

determined by

cd A P+2 (14)

and

= (15)

4
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The conditions of infinite length, axisymmetric response (n = 0), and steady-state response are

now imposed, allowing the scalar and vector potential to be written as

* = g(r)cos(nO)eikZei = g(r)eikZeax e (16)

Hr = hr(r)sin(nO)eiei0 =-- 0 , (17)

He = he(r)cos(nO)e kZea = ho(r)ei(el , (18)

and

Hz =hz(r)sin(nO)eikeia =. , (19)

where k is the wavenumber of excitation, o) is the frequency of excitation, and i is the square

root of -1. Note that for axisymmetric response, the equations of motion are dependent only

on the scalar potential € and angular contribution H0 of the vector potential. Additionally,

because Hr = 0 and Hz = 0, and H6 arid 0 are not functions of 0, equation (10) becomes

u6 = -)- -0, (20)

where ( ) denotes any function. Inserting equations (16)-(19) into equations (12) and (13)

yields the following four wave equations:

S+ -k2 (r)=O, (21)drT- r dr --T

d 2hr(r) 1 dhr(r) ( 0)k2 1 )
+ I--(2-4k2_ I hr(r)=0 (22)

dr r dr cs

dr2ho r)+ dor) +(7 2 -k2d2 r r C-s -l'

d 0( + b~) -- 4}er)=0 , (23)

and

d2h7(r) 1 dbz(r) (0-2 k2 hz (r)= . (24)

dr r dr Cs J

5
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Equations (21) and (23) are now solved with Bessel functions. No solution is found to

equations (22) and (24) because they do not contribute to the axisymmetric response. The

solution to equation (21) is

C1Jo(ar)+C2 Yo(ar), IkI<-to,cd
g(r) = ,c (25)

C110(ar) + C2Ko(ar), Ikl,> (25cd

where J0 is a zero-order, first-kind standard Bessel function; Y0 is a zero-order, second-kind

standard Bessel function; 10 is a zero-order, first-kind modified Bessel function; K0 is a zero-

order, second-kind modified Bessel function; C1 and C2 are constants (determined below); and

a= (26)

The solution to equation (23) is

C3 Jl (fir) + C4 Yl (fr J kl <--),
Cs

ho(r) = (27)

Cs

where J1 is a first-order, first-kind standard Bessel function; Y1 is a first-order, second-kind

standard Bessel function; I1 is a first-order, first-kind modified Bessel function; K1 is a first-

order, second-kind modified Bessel function; C3 and C4 are constants (determined below); and

Based on the solutions shown in equations (25) and (27), three distinct wavenumber regions

are dependent on the dilatational and shear wave speeds. In these low, medium, and high

wavenumber regions, the solution set changes between standard and modified Bessel functions

as shown in figure 2.

6
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Region 3 1 Region 2 Region 1 Region 2 1 Region 3

High iMedium i Low iMedium i High
Wavenumber I Wavenumber Wavenumber Wavenumber' WavenumberII I I

I I I

I I!

Scaler Potential g(r) I
I I

g(r) = C110(ar)+ C2 Ko(ar) ig(r) = C1Jo(ar)+ C2 Yo(ar) ig(r) = C110 (ar)+ C2 Ko(ar)

i I! I I
II I I

kI

I I I I

he (r) Angular Potential ho(r) h: (r)

C3 11 (B3r) + C3 I, (Bqr) +

C4 K, (Jlr) h 6 (r)= C3 J (11r)+ C4 Y1 (fir) C4 Kl(qr)
I I

--AO -0)- CO CO
- k=0 -- --

CS Cd Cd CS

Wavenumber, k

Figure 2. Relationship of Bessel Function Regions to Wave Speeds
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The displacements and external forces are now equated by use of the stress-strain

constitutive equations on the forced surfaces of the shell. The normal stress, strain, and radial

forces acting on the cylinder are related by

arrr(a,O,z,t) - (A + 2 p)err(a,O,z,t) + A•oo(a,0,z,t) + AEr(a, 0,z,t) = p(a,O,z,t) (29)

and

arr(b,0,zt) - (A + 2pu)Err(b, O,z,t) + AO£o 0 (b, 0,z,t) + AEz,(b, ,,z,t) = p(b,0,z,t) , (30)

where eyrr(a,b;O,z,t) is the normal radial stress, err(a,b;O,z,t) is the normal radial strain,

rOo(a,h;O,z,t) is the normal circumferential strain, ezz(a,b;9,z,t) is the normal longitudinal

strain, p(a,b;O,z,t) is the external pressure on the shell in the radial direction, and a and b

denote the inner and outer radius, respectively. The shear stress, strain, and longitudinal

forces are related using

ar, (a, 0, z, t) = 2 puer (a, O, z,t) = f(a, O, z, t) (31)

and

oarz (b, 0, z, t) = 2pre, (b, O, z,t) = f(b, 0, z, t) , (32)

where arz(a,b;O.z,t) is the shear stress, erz(ab;O,z,t) is the shear strain, and f(a,b;0,z,t)

is the external shear stress on the shell in the longitudinal direction.

The strains are related to the displacements in an axisymmetric solid by (Timoshenko

and Goodier, 1934)

Er Ur (33)
Ur

e0 Ur n,(34)
r

S=duV (35)
dzz

and

8
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1rz d= dur (36)
z2 dr (9zY)

The relationship between the displacements (and the derivatives of the displacements) and the

potential functions g and ho is found by combining equations (9), (11), (16), and (18) to

produce

Ur =( dg(r)d -ikho (r))e"kze'i , (37)

uz ikg(r) + hO(r) + (38)
r dr

_Ur (d 2g(r) dh_(r) A

"dr- d29r )e e (39)
du +ik dho(r)) ir"

dz _k g(r) + ikhr + ik ( ) e (40)gOr, r dr e) (0

du, =(ik dgWr)+ 1 dh0W(r) ho(r) d2 ho(r) e ikzei
dr dr r r--2 dr2 J

and

Lu'-r-r=ik gr) + k2ho (r) eikei°o (42)

dz dr

Combining equations (29), (30), (33), (34), (35), (37), (39), and (40) yields the

normal stress in terms of the potential functions g and he at r = a and r = b. These equations

are

(A• + 2j) d 2g.g(a) +) Adg(a) _d2h(a)

dr a dr dr (43)

and

Sd2g(b) A dg(b) _ A.k2 g(b) - 2pik d2h(b) = Pb (44)

dr rdr 2  
-4

where Pa is the magnitude of the normal force acting on the interior of the shell and Pb is the

magnitude of the normal force acting on the exterior of the shell. Combining equations (31),

9
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(32), (36), (41), and (42) yields the shear stress in terms of the potential functions g and he at

r = a and r = b. The results are

2pik dg(a"i) +A2 _ (a)+ 11 dhO(a) +11 d2hp(a) = Fa (45)

2 r ayadr dr2  
-Fa()

and

2 .JdUb + 2k0
-dg(b) + + d1h (b)+dh( = Fb, (46)
"dr b ) b dr dr2

where Fa is the magnitude of the (externally applied) shear stress acting on the interior of the

shell and Fb is the magnitude of the (externally applied) shear stress acting on the exterior of

the shell. Implicit in equations (43)-(46) is the assumption that the external loads on the shell

are occurring at a definite frequency and wavenumber.

Inserting equations (25), (27), and (A-1)-(A-12) from the appendix into equations (43)-

(46) and then rewriting as a four-by-four system of linear equations results in

"all a12  a13  a14 " [C1 [Pal

a21  a22  a2 3 a24 'JC2  = JPb (47)

a31  a 32  a33 a34 C3  jFa

a41  a4 2  a4 3 a44t 4 C4. Fbj

where the matrix coefficients anm are determined by the magnitude of the wavenumber k. In

the low-wavenumber region,

Ikl<-< -02 '(48)
cd C.

and the matrix coefficients are

all =4(-;L -29u'2 U + 2y)2JJ 2 (aa) , (49)

a12 = [(-A -2• -•-•__Ak2]Yo(aa)+(-...•.)Yl(aa) + (A + 2p)(--a-Y 2 (aa) , (50)

al3 = (-iHAk)JO a) + (i090)J2 06a) , (51)

10
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a14 = (-ipkfi) YO (fa) + (ikp)Y2 (Pa) , (52)

a2l = (A- 2,p)(~.. _ Ak2ljo(ab) + :aj(ab)+ (;.+ 2p)()~.J2 (ab) . (53)

a3= (-iupk) JO(fib) + (ipkp) J2 (fb) ,(55

a4= (-ipkp) Yo (Pib) + (iupf) Y2(fib) , (56)

a31 = (-i2pka)Jj (aa) . (57)

a32 = (-i2pka) Y1 (aa) , (58)

a33 =(A'flVO(pa)+ /1- 3P3Jj(Pa)+:(-L)i'J2(Pa) + (I)~-J3(fia) ,(59)

~2a) a 4j 2a 2 4)

a34 (j)yO (#a) + (Ik a 3/Up 2 JIa+ 0 ( ,Pa ) +(! Y3 (#a) ,(60)

a41 = (-i2.uka)J1 (ab) , (61)

a42 = (-i2pka) Y1(ab) , (62)

a3=r(El-)!JO (Pb) +rpk2 _ p 3P#2~ '1J1(Pb) + (n'O)2(P b+( ,3( (63)
a4 2b ) by 4 2b 4J(b L~~J(b

and

a44 = (L'.-ih0(fib)+ rjk2 _ U 3p Yilh+::'y2(Pib)(Llyfb) 64
~2b} b 4 2b )4

In the medium-wavenumber region,

-21 <IkI T(65)
cd Cs

and the matrix coefficients are
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all [(A +2 a2)(.-J Ak ]Jo(aa) + A 1(a a)Ii(+ (A + 2,u a2 12 (aa) , (66)

a12 = (A + 2p(Ea-J Ak2]Ko(aa)+(-3 .a)Ki(aa)+ (A +2 2P. ).K2 (aa) , (67)

al 3 = (-ipkj3)J0 (fia) +(iupk)J 2 (Oa) . (68)

a14 =(-iUPk Y fi)(Ja) +(ipkfi)Y2 (Jia) . (69)

a21 = [(A + 2Pu)(.J 2 Ak ]lo (ab) b ( )JIi(ab) + (A + 2p)( J2 )2(ab) . (70)

a2= [(A + 2p{) a2 Ak2]KO(ab)+( ý-aKl(cb)+ (A +2 a2iI. K2 (ab) , (71)

a23 = (-i~ukf)J)0(fib) + (ipkfi)J2 (fib) ,(72)

a24 = (-iup~) Yo (fib) +(ipk3) Y2 (fib) (73)

a31 = (i2pka)11 (aa) , (74)

a32 = (-i2pka) K,(aa) , (75)

a33 = (,P j O(Ia) + ( pk2 _PU- 3 1#2 JJ~fia)+ -2 aJ 2 (fi) + (L!)J 3(pa) ,(76)

Y.Uf2 a )+ ,a)('Iy(fa (77)

a34 = (Lfl-(Y2aO)Y2+(Ik )+t (fiJY3+ la)

a41 = (i2pka)11 (ab) ,(78)

a42 = (-i2puka)K1 (ab) ,(79)

a43 = (El )jo (fb) +(,A 2 3,p2 J (fib) (ZU)IJ 2(Ilb) + (LOI)JJ3 Ib) ,(80)

and

12
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a44 =( )YO(Iib) +(,pk2 _ 11- 3'§fl Yj (i(b) + (ZE0)Y 2 (fb) + (L2 JY 3 (0b) . (81)

In the high-wavenumber region,

-- -< w<kl , (82)
Cd cs

and the matrix coefficients are

a 1 (I2E (28
a1 [X + 2p) a 2- )-;Lk 2 JKO(aa) +Z. Ij)KI (aa) + (A + 2p~jJJ(a ' (83

a12 = La +2p)(~ -k21K0(a)+ ( )Kl(2)+( (a) (84)

a13 = (-ipkf3)Jo(3a) + (-iPkfl)12 (fla) , (85)

a14 = (iUkfp)Ko(fpa) + (ilkf)K2 (fla) , (86)

a2  + 2p)( L -k2lo(ab)+(-•Jll(ab)+(A + ( )12 (ab) , (87)

a22 =(A, +2p{. a2-u2 Ko(ab)+ (Z-a )Ki(ab)+(A +2/.p a 2.K 2 (Crb). (88)

a23 = (-ipkIJ)Io(flb) + (-iOkfY)12(/b) , (89)

a24 = (ipkf)Ko (fib) + (ipjkfi)K 2 (fib) , (90)

a31 = (i2lika)11(aa) , (91)

a32 = (-i2.uka)KOl(an), (92)

a33 = (La)iO(fla) + ({ik - +I 3i432 1j(ia) + (-a) +L-
2 _ + P "-)I+ 2(fla)+VE-IK13(fLa), (93)

2a a 24 ) 2a 4 \a34 = (-'-fl)Ko (fla )+ yk lk2 _ A + 3p# 2 )Kl (pla) + ( -"fl ) K2 (#la) + (PO2 )K3 Wf~ (94 )

a41 = (i2pka)kll (ab), (95)

13
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a42 = (-i2jika)K1(ab) , (96)

a43 (ff i _ +Juk2(+ fL4J 11(fib) + C 2 b) + - 13(fib), (97)

and

a44 = i)Ko (fib) + (k2 - + 14 K (fib) + ( K2 (fb)+(fl--K 3(fib) . (98)

2b b 4)ý 2b4

Finally, the displacements of the forced system can be determined by use of the

constants C1, C2, C3, and C4 in the low-wavenumber region as

Ur = [-C 1 aJ1 (ar) - C2 aY1 (ar) - C3ikJ1 (fir) - C4 ikYl (fir)] e ik ei iN (99)

and

uz = { CikJo(ar)+C2 ikYo (ar)

+ C3[(!)JJo(flr)+ ()J(fir) - ()J2(fir)] (100)

+ C4[(A)Yo(Pr)+ (1)Y(fir)- (f)Y2(fr)] } e ikxei

in the medium-wavenumber region as

Ur = [Call(ar) - C2aK1(ar) - C3ikJl(flr) - C4 ikYl(Pr)] e iLe i (101)

and

uz = { Cliklo(ar) + C2ikKot(ar)

+ C3 [(?)Jo(flr)+(1)J (fir)-(.A)J2 (fir)] (102)

+ C4 [(fl)Yo(flr)+(1)Yl(flr)-(fl)Y 2 (fir)] }eikxeito;

and in the high-wavenumber region as

14
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Ur = [CI cJ/ (ar) - C2 aKl(ar) - C3ikJ1 (f1r)- C4 ikKi(fir)] eikxeiox (103)

and

uZ = { Cliklo(ar)+ C2ikK0(ar)

+ C3[(fl} 0 (fir) + (!)I, (fr) + ()12 (fir)] (104)

+ C4[(-fl)Ko(fIr)+(1)Kl(pr)-(fl)K 2 (fIr)] }eikxe .

Equations (99), (101), and (103) can be written as

Ur = Ur(r)eie , (105)

and equations (100), (102), and (104) can be expressed as

uz = Uz (r)e keit. (106)

3. MODEL VALIDATION

The new thick shell model is validated by comparing it to a thin shell problem. The

thickness of the thick shell model is set to a very small value (relative to the shell radius) to

ensure such an accurate comparison. The governing partial differential equations for an

axisymmetric, isotropic thin shell are (Hull, 1994)

d2u (z t) d2u (z9t) + +fzdut,) (107)
ph =hEx_ 2 +f(zt) (1(7)

dt oz a dz

and

ph d~ur(Z9t) h3EX 94 ur(Z,t) hEaur(zt) vhEx IuI(zt) - p(zt) , (108)
dt2 12 a a dz

15
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where E. is the effective modulus of elasticity, v is Poisson's ratio, a is the mean radius of the

shell, and h is its thickness. The relationship between the effective modulus and Young's

modulus is given by

Ex E (109)

where E is Young's modulus. The definition of the Lamd constants (from section 2) in terms

of material properties (Young's modulus E and Poisson's ratio v) are (Mirsky and Herrmann,

1958)

S E (110)

(1+ v)( - 2 v)

and

E = (111)
2(1 + v)

Equations (107) and (108) are solved as an infinite length system by setting the

displacements and forcing functions at a specific wavenumber and frequency, resulting in the

following equations:

ur(x,t)=UreiCXei• , (112)

Uz(x,t) = Uze'e~ , (113)

f(x,t) =Feikei, (114)

and

p(x, t) = Pei ei (115)

Inserting the values and derivatives of equations (112)-(115) into equations (107) and (108)

produces a two-by-two system of linear algebraic equations:

[bl2 b22 J] Urj=F 
(116)

where

16
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b2 I hExk _ hp2, (117)

P1 2 = -ikhvE , (118)
a

-ikhvE , (119)

a

and

k2 pho)2 _ hE h3E k4  (120)
a 12

Note that both Ur and U, are constant with respect to r for the thin shell equations of motion.

Figures 3-6 show the transfer functions of displacements divided by forcing functions

for a shell with a mean radius of 0.1 m, thickness of 0.001 m, Poisson's ratio of 0.4

(dimensionless), Young's modulus of I x 109 N/m 2 , density of 2000 kg/m 3, and frequency of

50 Hz. The ratio of thickness to radius (h/a) is 1/100. The corresponding dilatational wave

speed is 1035.1 m/s and the corresponding shear wave speed is 422.6 m/s. In these figures,

the solid line represents the thick shell model and the X's denote the thin shell model. Figure 3

plots the magnitude of the axial displacement divided by applied axial stress versus

wavenumber, and figure 4 plots the magnitude of the radial displacement divided by applied

axial stress versus wavenumber. In both figures, the applied radial pressure on the shell was

set equal to zero. Figure 5 is a plot of the magnitude of the axial displacement divided by

applied radial pressure versus wavenumber, and figure 6 is a plot of the magnitude of the radial

displacement divided by applied radial pressure versus wavenumber. In both figures, the

applied axial stress on the shell was set equal to zero. All the figures show the thick shell

model to be in agreement with the thin shell model. Because the figures are symmetric in

wavenumber, the negative wavenumbers are not shown. The thick shell forcing functions

were applied to the exterior of the thick shell model. Identical results would be obtained by

application of the loads to the interior of the thick shell because the shell thickness in this

example is set to such a small value.
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Figure 3. Magnitude of Axial Displacement Divided by Applied Axial Stress:
Comparison of Thick Shell Model to Thin Shell Model, f= 50 Hz, h/a = 1/100
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Comparison of Thick Shell Model to Thin Shell Modelf= 50 Hz, h/a = 1/100
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Comparison of Thick Shell Model to Thin Shell Model,f= 50 Hz, h/a = 1/100
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4. ANALYSIS

The thick shell model is now investigated for a shell whose thickness to mean radius

ratio [(2h1(a+b)] is 1. For this example, the mean radius [(a+b)12] is 0.1 m, the inner radius

(a) is 0.05 m, the outer radius (b) is 0.15 m, and the shell thickness (h) is 0.1 m. Other

properties of the shell are a Poisson's ratio of 0.4 (dimensionless), a Young's modulus of 1 x

109 N/m 2 , and a density of 2000 kg/m 3 . The forcing functions were applied to the exterior of

the shell at two frequencies: 50 and 500 Hz.

In figures 7-14, the thick shell model is compared to the thin shell model. The thick

shell model is shown at the mean radius value of r = (a+b)/2 and denoted using a solid line,

while the thin shell model is shown with a dashed line. Figure 7 is a comparison of the

magnitude of the axial displacement divided by applied axial stress versus wavenumber, and

figure 8 is a comparison of the magnitude of the radial displacement divided by applied axial

stress versus wavenumber. In both figures, the applied radial pressure on the shell was set

equal to zero. Figure 9 plots the rr agnitude of the axial displacement divided by applied radial

pressure versus wavenumber, and figure 10 plots the magnitude of the radial displacement

divided by applied radial pressure versus wavenumber. In both figures, the applied axial stress

on the shell was set equal to zero. The analysis in figures 7-10 was computed at 50 Hz. In

most of the wavenumbers shown, the thin shell model underpredicts the system response by 2

to 8 dB. Figure 11 compares the magnitude of the axial displacement divided by applied axial

stress versus wavenumber, and figure 12 compares the magnitude of the radial displacement

divided by applied axial stress versus wavenumber. In both figures, the applied radial pressure

on the shell was set equal to zero. Figure 13 is a plot of the magnitude of the axial

displacement divided by applied radial pressure versus wavenumher, and figure 14 is a plot of

the magnitude of the radial displacement divided by applied radial pressure versus

wavenumber. In both figures, the applied axial stress on the shell was set equal to zero. The

analysis in figures 11-14 was computed at 500 Hz. Figures 11-14 show behavior at low

wavenumbers similar to that shown in figures 7-10 where the thin shell theory usually
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underpredicts the response. There is a crossover of the thick shell and the thin shell models at

higher wavenumbers in figures 11 and 12.

In figures 15-22, the thick shell model response at the exterior of the shell (r = b) is

compared to the thick shell model response at the interior of the shell (r = a). The solid line

denotes the response at r = a and the dashed line at r = b. Figure 15 compares the magnitude of

the axial displacement divided by applied axial stress versus wavenumber, and figure 16

compares the magnitude of the radial displacement divided by applied axial stress versus

wavenumber. Figure 17 is a plot of the magnitude of the axial displacement divided by applied

radial pressure versus wavenumber, and figure 18 is a plot of the magnitude of the radial

displacement divided by applied radial pressure versus wavenumber. The analysis in figures

15-18 was computed at 50 Hz. These figures correspond to figures 7-10, except the values

now shown are the transfer functions at the interior and the exterior of the shell. For thin shell

theory, these two transfer functions are identical (and also equal to the value at the mean radius

of the shell). Note that in figure 16 these two transfer functions are significantly different.

Figure 19 is a comparison of the magnitude of the axial displacement divided by applied axial

stress versus wavenumber, and figure 20 is a comparison of the :-iagnitude of the radial

displacement divided by applied axial stress versus wavenumber. Figure 21 plots the

magnitude of the axial displacement divided by applied radial pressure versus wavenumber,

and figure 22 plots the magnitude of the radial displacement divided by applied radial pressure

versus wavenumber. The analysis in figures 19-22 was computed at 500 Hz. These figures

correspond to figures 11-14, except the values now shown are the transfer functions at the

interior and the exterior of the shell. Note that, except for figure 22, the transfer function at the

interior of the shell compared with that at the exterior of the shell is significantly different.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

A model of an infinite length, axisymmetric, isotropic, forced thick shell response

based on Bessel function solutions has been presented. This new model allows for

displacement variations across the shell wall. The case of the mean radius of the shell equal to

the shell thickness has been analyzed and compared to thin shell equations of motion. It is

shown that, in general, the thin shell equations of motion tend to underpredict thick shell

response.
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APPENDIX - DERIVATIVES OF THE BESSEL FUNCTIONS

The following equations are derivatives of the Bessel functions used in section 2:

dr

dr[JO (ar)] = -a[J (ar) , (A-2)

d [J (ar)] = 2[j)(ar) - J3(ar)] , (A-3)
dr 2

d

d[J2 (ar)] = 2[Y(ar) _ 2(ar)j , (A-5)

dr2

d

dr[lo( ar)] = -cY 1 ( ar) , (A-10)

d [Y2(ar)] = Y1 (ar) - Y3(ar)] , (A-6)

d

d[ 2(ar)] = .•[Y(ar) + Y, (ar)] . (A-8)

dr 2

dr

dr[K(ar)]= -aK1 (ar) A(A-10)

d [1K(cr)] = a[1 2 (ar) + (ar)] (A-e 1)

dr 2

d [2(r = a [K 3 (ar) +K1j(ar)] (A-12)
dr 2

[Ii~ar)]= (A-li

andreBln
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